CASE STUDY
Industrial Parts Services

Streamlining Part Repairs and Calibration with ATS Saves Global
Heavy Equipment Manufacturer $316K
Customer Challenge
One of ATS’ customers is a leading global heavy equipment
manufacturer that produces a range of quality construction and
forestry equipment, including articulated dump trucks, motor
graders, 4WD loaders, log skidders, felling heads and wheeled
feller bunchers. Their plant in Iowa operates in approximately 2.4
million square feet of space and employs more than a thousand
workers.
ATS has served the manufacturer at this location since 2015,
focusing primarily on crane and hoist maintenance, but as time
went on the Site Manager identified another key area ATS could
provide greater efficiency and cost savings. He was noticing that
when plant personnel needed to send items out for repair or
when welding equipment required calibration, they had a difficult
time tracking equipment status.
When they would route parts and equipment to other vendors for
repair or calibration, and when they needed a status, they had to
follow up directly. There was no system in place to track vendor
performance or gather valuable data on equipment failure. This
meant employees wasted valuable time contacting vendors for
updates and preventative maintenance opportunities were lost.
ATS Solution
The ATS Site Manager knew there was a better way to handle the
process, as one of ATS’ core competencies is their electronic and
mechanical parts repair and calibration services. He implemented
and now serves as the point person to lead needed services
through one of ATS’ state-of-the-art, ISO 9001 and ISO 17025
accredited facilities. This ensures that plant employees can
easily and quickly get the parts they need with minimal downtime.
By using ATS’ barcode system, the Site Manager is able to scan
parts and equipment that needs to be repaired or calibrated, with
the ability to keep track of the status in real time. This improved
tracking process from what the plant had prior also enables the
Site Manager to monitor overall vendor performance and gather
data on parts failure and equipment calibration needs.
Bottom-Line Success
With this established ATS process, plant personnel no longer
have to send, track and follow up on repairs and calibration work
individually. Now the ATS team manages the process, providing
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AT A GLANCE
• ATS handles crane and hoist maintenance at a heavy
equipment manufacturer’s Iowa plant
• Plant personnel were having difficulties coordinating offsite

repairs with other vendors

• Site Manager implemented a parts repair and calibration
program through ATS, using their best-in-class processes
• New process provides greater efficiency, less downtime
and a $316K in Level 3 cost avoidance in the first 7
months

employees with a single contact for status updates. That saves
time that they can use more productively on other tasks.
Plant personnel were so pleased with the new approach that they
posted an “excellent” rating for ATS in the company’s internal
supplier network page, which is accessible to employees across
the manufacturer’s global operations. The manufacturer credited
ATS with saving an estimated $316K in Level 3 cost avoidance
over the first 7 months – and counting – with the improved
process implementation.

“By going above and beyond his job duties,
the ATS Site Manager and team saved the
manufacturer hundreds of thousands of dollars
and implemented a more accountable process”
– ATS Area Business Manager

To learn how ATS can impact your bottom line visit
www.advancedtech.com
855.834.7604 | info@advancedtech.com

